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Abstract. Due to recent developments, the POSIT number system, winch 
has been planned as a successor for numbers that are expressed in IEEE 
floating-point, which are in the focus of advances in arithmetic. Although 
this format claims to deliver more precise outcomes with the same bit 
width as ordinary floating point, the duration of the operation fluctuation 
during posit field identification poses a hardware design problem. The 
POSIT-based MAC Unit is created using Verilog HDL in this study, and 
the designed architecture is evaluated for good operation before being 
implemented on an FPGA using Xilinx Vivado. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
POSIT is a new data type that is intended to replace IEEE Standard 754 floating-point 
integers directly [1][2]. POSITs do not necessitate the use of arithmetic of regular intervals 
or operands of varying sizes, unlike previous types of of universal number arithmetic. The 
following factors like increased scaling factor, increased precision, improved closure, 
similar bitwise results among existed platforms, less complicated hardware, and easy 
exception handling are just a few of the advantages they offer over floats. Posits does not 
overflow or underflow to infinity. In addition, "Not-a-Number" denotes a procedure rather 
than a bit pattern [4]. 
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1.1 The Uniform Number Format(UNF) 

The universal number format (UNF), which is one of the floating-point-like arithmetic 
styles, that was gaining traction as a substitute for IEEE 754[17]. This article goes through 
the posit number format in great depth. Both real numbers and real number ranges are 
expressed using the universal number format. 

 The original Type I universal is a superset of floats, just as floats are of integers. When 
a computation is unable to deliver a numerically accurate response and ordinary floating-
point arithmetic rounding is required, these can either indicate an exact float or an open 
interval between adjacent floats. [5]. For accomplish this, universal numbers incorporate a 
"universal bit" once the fraction comes to a close that indicates if the fraction represents an 
exact amount or a range, depending on whether the universal bit which is similar  to 0 or 1.  

Components which are included in IEEE 754 floating-point are like the first field is sign 
field and second field is exponent and the last field is fraction bit section which is also 
supported by the Type I universal number format. To solve some of the shortcomings of the 
previous version, the Type II universal number was suggested, such is the complexity of 
hardware design and the fact that some values can be expressed in a variety of ways. IEEE 
floats are no longer compatible with this second version [15][16]. 
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Fig. 1. Type I u num bit fields 

To solve some of the shortcomings of the previous version, the Type II universal number 
was suggested, that means with the difficulty of hardware implementation and the fact that 
some values can be expressed in a variety of ways. IEEE floats are no longer compatible 
with this second version. Type II universal numbers, on the other hand, demonstrate a 
simple, mathematical design based on the translation of values onto one real spatial line, 
that was indicated by the field R = R. The basic idea is that the position where the signed 
(two's complement) numbers turn negative is the same point at which positive real numbers 
turn negative, and that point gives the value. 

The concept of a Type III universal number is thus on the basis of a genuine projective line, 
just as it is for Type II, albeit the this format's developed system would be similar to that of 
IEEE 754 floating-point arithmetic based on an actual spatial line[7][8]. The reciprocals are 
obtained by relaxing the perfect reflection criterion, which now only applies to integer 
powers of 2 and 0. Because all of the integers are also of the form m 2k, where m and k are 
integers, there seem to be no empty intervals. A good POSIT is indeed the interval 
arithmetic variant of the POSIT. It's made up of two hypotheses of equal size, each 
terminating in a universal bit that indicates the limits [4]. 
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2 SYSTEM MODEL 

2.1 Unit for MAC 

The multiply–accumulate procedure involves computing the product of two integers and 
adding the result to an accumulator. While dealing on floating - point, it could be done with 
two or just one rounding. When done with a one round, it's termed a fused multiply–add 
(FMA) or fused multiply–accumulate. 

2.2 POSIT Adder Unit 

Modern computers include a specialized MAC that consists of a multiplier, an adder, and 
an accumulator register that records the result[10][12]. The register's output is sent back 
into those adder's inputs, causing the multiplier's output to be added to the register every 
clock cycle. Combinational multipliers need a lot of logic, but they can compute a result 
much faster than the shifting and adding method used by older machines. Digital signal 
processors were the first modern processors to include MAC units, although the approach is 
now widely used in general-purpose processors. 

 
Fig. 2. MAC Unit flow chart. 
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2.3 POSIT Multiply Unit 

Bits distinguish sign bits, regime bits, exponent bits, and mantissa from the two inputs. To 
make the original exponent bit, combine the regime bit with the exponent bit [11]. Compare 
the freshly created exponent bits of both inputs and add the mantissa bits if they are equal. 
If they aren't equal, move one of the mantissa bits to make them equal. We may now add 
the adjusted mantissa bits because the modified exponent matches. Normalize the extra 
fraction bits if necessary, then recreate the posit format. Perform the 2's complement on the 
reconstructed posit format if the sign bit is negative. 

 

Fig. 3. POSIT Adder Unit. 

3 Implementation of Hardware 

 

Fig. 4. Implementation of proposed Hardware 
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The posit decoder described in this architecture decodes the regime using only a leading 
zero detector, although others employ a leading one detector as well. This, combined with 
other. For certain adders and multipliers, changes lead to increased performance in term of 
area and energy consumption. Posits was designed to be easy to calculate on a hardware 
level, utilizing circuitry that was equivalent to modern floating point electronics.The main 
distinction between float and posit representations is that the latter includes a time-varying 
scaling component – the scale and accessible exponential bits. As a result, there are no 
specified fields in the executable format, which would be a circuit design competition. 
Here, we show a properly operational posit multiplier operators, as well as how this 
module's hardware architecture is analogous to that of floating-point arithmetic. In posit 
multiplication, which is virtually equivalent to floating-point multiplication, the scalability 
coefficients are applied, and the percentages are multiplied and reduced. When multiplying 
propositions, there are little differences due to the varying length of the governing field. 
The resultant regime's computation is not straightforward. 

4 Discussion and Results 

The results of the POSIT Multiplier are discussed in this chapter. The code is written in 
Verilog HDL and tested with the Vivado tool for functionality. In addition, the design was 
synthesized in order to obtain the report on the schematic and its use. 

 
 
Fig. 5. Simulation results for POSIT MAC Unit 
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Fig. 6. Utilisation Report of POSIT MAC Unit 

5 Conclusion and Next Steps 

The IEEE Standard on Floating-Point Arithmetic is often used to define floating-point 
integers for over thirty years. Notwithstanding this, the newly formed posit number system 
is seen as a direct rival to the widely accepted IEEE Series of standards. This dissertation 
looked at the strengths and vulnerabilities of the two computing forms to determine if the 
Type III universal number could be used as a fall substitute for the current IEEE Standard 
on Floating-Point Calculation. Furthermore, we provide a few quick notes on future study 
and development. The multiplier calculated inside this research will be used to design all 
required to form. Keep in mind that the posit demodulator is a module that all posit 
operators use. Furthermore, the synthesis findings revealed that the already constructed 
components can still be improved. As a consequence, creating a completely operational 
Posit Calculation Unit will be a goal in the future. Because there are currently no deep 
learning frameworks that support posit arithmetic, future work will include assimilating the 
said new layout into libraries like Tens, Flow, or Keras, allowing for testing on bigger 
frameworks and sets of data, as well as computing power posits on GPUs, after the first 
functional units on posit arithmetic become accessible. 
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